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Buggy

Rough
Terrain

Buggy style wheelbase for special seating designed for families on the move.
Featuring folding mechanism for storage and tilt In space facility.
Suitable for toddlers and children.
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Innovative features:

®

Buggy

Rough
Terrain

SOS
Innovation

A modern buggy designed for special seating. Miko
folds down for storage and fits in the boot of most
vehicles. Ideal for a family on the move.

Pram style handles

Adjusts up and down to allow the carer to find their most
comfortable position.

Quick-Lok interface

Miko is designed to fit in with modern family life. Featuring
buggy styling and manoeuvrability, it is great looking and
easy to push.

Switch seating systems easily, increasing wheelbase
life span.

Footrests and footboxes

Available with a range of footboxes,
footrests and sandals.

Miko has been crash tested with special seating and can be
transported at any angle, ensuring comfort when using an
adapted vehicle.
Available in 2 sizes and in a Rough Terrain version, Miko is
suitable for children aged 12 months and up.

SOS
Innovation

Front castors

Designed for you

Both Miko and Miko Rough Terrain (RT) have front
wheel swivel castors for tight corners.

Tilt in space

Handle operated tilt in space facility makes seat
angle adjustment easy for client comfort.

Suitable for toddlers and young children
Designed for children aged 12 months and up.

Transport at any angle

Fully customisable
All SOS seating systems and wheelbases are made to order
for each individual client. No matter how complex.

Range of accessories available

H

Available with net carrier under-seat storage, sun shade and rain canopy.
D

AS

Front and rear transportation tie down points are
frame mounted to allow the seat angle to be set to any angle during
transport.

TE

The Miko wheelbases have been crash
tested with special seating and is suitable for
transportation in adapted vehicles.

CR

Safety tested for transportation

Miko folds down
for easy storage
and transport

TE

S

Rough Terrain version available

Pushchair styling and handles
Designed to look like a pushchair but with all the features
of a special seating wheelbase. Miko features pram-style
handles for comfort.

Folds down for easy storage
When not in use, Miko folds down like a pushchair for
convenient storage and transport.

Quick-Lok for swapping seating systems

Easy to use foot
operated wheel lock

The SOS designed Quick-Lok makes it possible to swap
seating systems easily, increasing the life span of the
wheelbase.

Improves sitting tolerance
Tilt in space allows the seating position to be adjusted,
making sitting still for a long period more comfortable.

Miko wheelbase with MSI
seating system and footbox

16” wheels for rough terrain

Miko Rough Terrain (RT) has large rear wheels making
woodland walks and country parks more accessible.

Foot operated wheel lock

Rear wheel lock with foot pedal for easy operation featured
on both Miko and Miko Rough Terrain (RT).

Options and accessories
MoJo wheelbases with
accessories for illustration.

Sun shade/rain canopy

Compatible with Miko

(Sun shade sold separately)

range.

Cosy toes

Leg and foot warmer to match seating upholstery

Footrests

Wide range of options.
Available with swing aside footrest (optional)

Choice of wheels
Standard (right)
Rough Terrain (left)

Net carrier

Convenient under-seat storage attached
to frame (removable)

Choice of colours

Miko specification
Measurements
Age range (approx)
Max user weight
Tilt angle
Weight (when empty)

Units

Size 1

Size 2

mths/yrs

12 months+

12 months+

kg

30

30

degrees

0° to +30˚

0° to +30˚

kg

13.6

14.4

A

Length (maximum)

mm

1060

1060

B

Length (minimum)

mm

800

800

C

Height (maximum)

mm

1120

1120

D

Height (minimum)

mm

905

905

E

Overall width

mm

645

695

F

Minimum turning radius

mm

625

660

G

Wheelbase

mm

510

510

H

Wheel track

mm

515

565

J

Frame width

mm

410

460

K

Seat rails

mm

280

330

Metallic blue

Metallic pink

Solid black

Metallic red

Metallic green

Metallic silver

Metallic purple

Need more info or advice?
For more information, advice or to book a demonstration call: 0044 (0)1283 520400
Email us: enquiries@specialorthotic.com
Visit our website: www.specialisedorthoticservices.co.uk
Specialised Orthotic Services
Unit 126-127
Fauld Industrial Park
Tutbury
Staffordshire
DE13 9HS

Tel:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

0044 (0)1283 520400
0044 (0)1283 520401
enquiries@specialorthotic.com
www.specialisedorthoticservices.co.uk

Specialised Orthotic Services has a policy of continual development and we reserve the right to alter specification and design without prior notification. All
products manufactured are covered by design rights or patent. This document is copyright of the company and the contents are its intellectual property. We have
made every effort to make the colours in the brochure match as close as possible to the finished product. Unfortunately we cannot guarantee an exact match.

